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The first book to present modeling and simulation to support the virtual build
and test of systems of systems
Combines reader-friendly logical development and readability with technical
exposition
Each chapter includes a summary, review questions and, when appropriate,
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Systems Specification (DEVS) simulation modeling formalism, and the System Entity Structure
(SES) simulation model ontology. The book examines a wide variety of Systems of Systems
(SoS) problems, ranging from cloud computing systems to biological systems in agricultural
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food crops. Features: includes numerous exercises, examples and case studies throughout the
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text; presents a step-by-step introduction to DEVS concepts, encouraging hands-on practice to
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applications using both commercial and open source DEVS simulation environments; introduces
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building sophisticated SoS models; illustrates virtual build and test for a variety of SoS
an approach based on activity concepts intrinsic to DEVS-based system design, that integrates
both energy and information processing requirements; describes co-design modeling concepts
and methods to capture separate and integrated software and hardware systems.
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